































































































Braveheart-does-the-Maghreb






The mind is the world,
One should purify it strenuously.
One assumes the form of that which is one's mind.
This is the eternal secret.
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A Second Chance in a New Age -
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click the image to read me here/Adult content








"Some people think luxury is the opposite of poverty. 
 It is not. 
 It is the opposite of vulgarity."


Coco Chanel
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and so...


I am curious because I am a writer, or am I curious therefore I am a writer?






Twitter Updates




follow me on Twitter










nice
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Click here to go to the entire album
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	garden in progress 2010








Just look at that face!  Click on for entire album...
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	San Francisco Vacation June 2010








My visiting list


	Vodka Mom
	the zen of motherhood
	The View From Fez
	Sicily Scene
	sally in norfolk
	Powder Room Graffiti
	Or So I Thought
	Odi et amo
	Nourishing Obscurity
	notes from inside my head
	not even star-crossed, just unlucky
	Nobody important
	mountain mama
	Life as I know it
	geoff jones
	French Fancy
	Fabulously 40
	ellee seymour
	Dulwichmum
	Dorcumentary
	David Libovitz
	Better oot than In
	A Fresh Start








About Me
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lady macleod


	I was in Scotland, then I was in Paris, then I was in India climbing mountains and seeking Enlightenment, then I was in America having a baby, then I was in Morocco,then my one true love came to Paris to get me and brought me home to Texas to live happily ever after.  I run.  I write.  I laugh.  I write.  I love.  I travel.  I write.


View my complete profile







Click on the photographs below, and it will take you to the album.







The stills....
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	Paris 4/1/08 4:15 PM








The boys and girls in NYC
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	New Photograhs of the boys and their girls 3/20/08 7:49 PM








Out and about...
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	Out and About the Maghreb 3/8/08 2:14 PM








VALENTINE'S DAY 2008 - the scenery
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	VALENTINE'S DAY 2008








PHOTOGRAPHS
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	Marrakech in April 2007
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	SUNDAY STROLL IN RABAT 11/11/2007 19:54
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	CHELLAH: 28/11/2007 20:40
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	Fez and the holiday week-end in Rabat 13/10/2007 13:05






Just to give you an idea...because I don't take a camera on my dates...but I may start!
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	to give you an idea 15/10/2007 16:52








Marrakech October 2007
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	Marrakech October 2007 05/10/2007 22:23








A Wedding in Fez
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	The Wedding in Fez








Our Time in Fez
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	our time in Fez








The life of M.C. Solaar, so far...
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	The life of M.C. Solaar, so far.. 05/10/2007 19:26
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	CASABLANCA, VANCOUVER, BOSTON, AND BACK AGAIN: 09/11/2007 12:25








the Rabat Medina
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	The Rabat Medina 05/10/2007 20:03
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AWARDS FOR ME!


	http://writingfornervana.blogspot.com/2007/09/awards.html
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FYI


No comments are ever deleted on this blog (unless vulgar, and I have had none of those).  Dissenting opinion and correction is welcome.  I answer comments the day of the post, I try to check back, but if your comment is not answered my email is available. 
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they are very very dead
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most certainly dead






lost hopes
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sigh






Ring Around o' Rosie
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Moroccan style!






life is not so bad
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in the Maghreb






Q
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enjoying the cat and kitty show






I'm done thanks.
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naptime






playtime
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The Pride
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lunch from passerbys






The Loot
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so much fun!






from Paul's
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macaroons!  so yummy..






the new suit
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think the blue will help my stroke?






Boss shirt
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a good fit, needs a nip taken in at the waist..






My new Fan!
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the wood is painted and the ruffle is black silk






the shoes
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really quite orange, eh?  I'll need a new scarf..






further back in time
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The Hammam
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to rest afterwards in splendor
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not my experience, but
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everyone is different..






1,2,and 3 shop
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my new scarve from such a selection to shame Hermes!






Mega Mall in Souissi-Rabat
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the Food Court first floor






the POLO CLUBHOUSE
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anyone for Polo?






eucalyptus grove
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next to polo field






a girl and her kitty
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aw.....






the new bread basket
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note the configuration of the weave that allows you to close the basket securely






the new 'old' bowl
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note the pieces of wood held together wtih a clasp






My new bowl
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M.C. inspecting my new bowl






the pedicure
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that's my "sandal tan"






the nails
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joy and rapture






the end of the day
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everyone is ver-r-r-y relaxed..






the airplane
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Todra gorge
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another view






the hotel in the gorge
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Hotel Mansour






todra gorge
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Todra gorge
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Berbere Palace Hotel
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dining room






Berbere Palace Hotel
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Tineghir
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Todra Gorge






tea at the hotel in the gorge
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some tourists
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you are glad to see go...






tourists
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we do like them to come to Morocco






the football game
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the players change with the sun






just the bottom half
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the big con






M.C. Solaar
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yes, life is good






no longer Stinky
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M.C. Solaar






Hasan Tower
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fireworks






Hasan Tower
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fireworks 24 may 2007






restored door - cedar
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Fez Medina






detail medluk wall
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Fez Medina






cedar doorframe
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in the Fez Medina







copyright protected 2007






M.C. wearing
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his Cherrios headpiece and garlic facial






M.C.
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eating for hundreds!






Flowers from Q
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surprise, late Mother's Day gifting






Men At Work
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enlargement of entry to drainage






the inspection
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M.C. tours Q's new aquisition






continues
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M.C. inspects my new antique Berber rug






Q"s birthday rug
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girls-on-a-rug






my new antique Berber rug
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a close up of the pattern of embroidery






Q"s "old" rug from Fez
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moved it upstairs






Q"s new rug
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from Coin Berbere in Fez






playtime
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Q and M.C. at play on Q's birthday rug






the Kasbah Oudaylas
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the front scaffolding up on Tuesday






the walls of the fort
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scaffolding up on Monday






and down to the sea
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scaffolding up on Wednesday






the small gate
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this is our entrance






nap time
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they both passed out for hours






the new kitten
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it is a 'he', and he's all ears and fluff






My Marrakesh purchase
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quite old, unsure of exact age, carved wood mask






neighborhood urchin
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"bon bon?"






straggling tourists at day"s end
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taking photographs of my street






yikes
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incoming sand storm






a different perspective on T as she studies
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a different perspective of T at study






looking to the river
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looking to the river






looking out toward the palace
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looking out toward the palace






our flowers of the garden
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baby blooms






the beginning
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the beginning






view from the terrace
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looking back toward the gate of the huge fort that surrounds us on three sides






the Princess coat
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isn't it lovely?
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